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ABSTRACT 
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Uncounted Cadences is a drawing installation in the thesis exhibition that furthers 

my exploration in tracing movement through psychological and physical geographies. 

Gestural drawings of human and animal bodies in motion are woven into local landscape 

imagery that is printed with powdered charcoal through a silkscreen. Using both additive 

and subtractive processes, the layering and erasure suggest loss, reclamation, and the 

nature of memory.   

The drawings are cut and provisionally reassembled into a cinematic sequence as 

if they are pieces of film being edited and spliced. This process shows an unfolding over 

time and involves listening to the rhythmic pacing of bodies morphing, decaying, 

birthing, or leaving. Time is not experienced as progress; rather, the rearrangement of 

fragments allows for a continuous retelling of stories.  
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1.  DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 Recording Movement Through Gesture Drawing 

 The process that ultimately developed into my installation for the thesis exhibition 

began in 2011 with an interest in making gesture drawings as a means to record 

movement. I attended figure drawing sessions in Philadelphia that summer in which the 

model, rather than keeping a still pose, would move continuously, very slowly, for 

multiple twenty-minute sessions. Drawing quickly and intuitively to capture the overall 

sense of the model’s action as she moves, there is no time for correction because she is in 

a new position within seconds. This forced me to keep a fluid mark on the page 

consistently and not think too much about what I previously drew. My drawings from 

those summer sessions animated how the model moved through space. Using charcoal 

because of the ease of laying it down quickly on paper, I traced the path of the model as 

she made herself tall, crouched, or rolled across the floor. I was motivated by this way of 

working because it revealed a process. For years, I had done countless gesture drawings 

as a warm-up to drawing or painting from the figure, but after collecting all the work 

made from the moving model, I realized this was the first time I viewed them as ends in 

themselves, rather than means to an end.  

I acknowledged in these movement drawings the potential to capture an internal, 

emotional life through the external actions of the subject. During that same year, I
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completed a series of monotypes at a workshop in Tennessee where I experimented with 

creating gestural human and animal forms. Since I have a painting background, the 

monotype is a method of printmaking towards which I naturally gravitated. My process 

was to paint the ink onto a flat Plexiglas plate with either a paintbrush or a brayer, and 

find the form subtractively by wiping away areas of ink until I found what I was looking 

for. These monotypes were printed onto thin Japanese paper using a press. Sometimes I 

would run them several times without adding more ink to achieve “ghost” prints, and 

then I would use these to layer more images on top while employing the same method.  

 

Figure 1. Untitled, monotype, 10” x 24”, 2011 

 

The images were essentially gesture drawings, but the movement of the human 

and animal figures was imagined, instead of observed directly from a model. I expressed 

a psychological or emotional state with forms such as a snaking dog figure or the 

collapsing limbs of a bird-human. (Fig. 1) In performance, the term “expressive gesture”  

is used when a movement is symbolic of an emotion, differentiating it from movement 
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performed through a task or practical activity. 

Comprehending inherent energy while making gesture drawings is an action of 

empathy, whether the subject is animate or inanimate. One of the definitions of empathy 

is “identifying oneself completely with an object or person, sometimes to the point of 

responding physically.”1 My drawing arm and often my entire body must kinesthetically 

respond to and move simultaneously with the subject, as if I were dancing with a partner.  

Moreover, I am fascinated by the primacy of gesture as a pre-language means of 

communication. 

I recognize the idea of “gesture as empathy” in the work of Käthe Kollwitz and 

Rico Lebrun, whose figures communicate human suffering in the contexts of war and 

poverty. One of the most important German artists of the twentieth century, Kollwitz 

portrayed timeless sorrow through the hunched shoulders of a grief-stricken mother or the 

outstretched arms of peasants in an uprising. Lebrun’s disfigured and bound figures 

appear to be shaking with psychological struggle. In both artists’ work, ideas are carried 

on the movement of the body.  

I found that focusing on the essence of the subject in gesture drawing, rather than 

a careful modeling or rendering, was getting closer to what I needed to say. With the 

work of my hand evident, the directness of drawing was allowing me to find the sense of 

movement that contains the internal energy of the subject. 
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1.2 Shadow Puppetry and Video 

 Seeing that the language and methods I was using in drawing were relating to 

concepts in theater and performance, I began making shadow puppets in the fall of 2011. 

Using found materials such as cardboard, fabric, or plastic, I cut rudimentary shapes that 

became hinged body parts of human and animal hybrid characters. I was inspired by 

shadow performances I had seen and helped create in which simple materials were used 

behind a shadow screen to narrate a story or myth. In my own projects, I animated 

various characters behind the screen that was lit from behind with a lamp.  I manipulated 

rods or strings attached to their bodies in order for their darkened silhouettes to appear in 

and out of focus relative to their proximity to the screen. Improvisationally uncovering 

the ways in which the material wanted to move, I would give each body its own set of 

unique gestures. I also created larger animal figures that either I or another performer 

would play with behind the screen. The viewer could see the human body interacting 

with the twisting and turning parts of a mammal or bird-like figure, not knowing where 

one limb ended and another began. Not intended for live performance, I would video 

record these actions and combine the segments of movements I found interesting together 

in a video piece. Since this experience of stringing together distilled gestures, I have 

continued to explore nonlinear narrative. This technique portrays events out of direct 

chronological in order to imitate the structure of human memory. 

In the most successful video, entitled Momentary Shadows, I pieced together six 

actions from the puppets, leaving a brief black screen between each vignette. One would 

fall, another would come unstuck from another object, or another would simply have the 
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function of breathing. (Fig. 2) The video had no sound, and was cropped to contain only 

the close-up shot of the puppet’s shadow in order for the scale of the character to remain 

ambiguous. I found it interesting to create a viewing experience in which it seemed one 

was studying the behavior of an unfamiliar species. 

 

Figure 2. Momentary Shadows (still from video, figure breathing), 2011 

  

At this time, I was taking many visual ideas from studying shadow play as well as 

other theater practices in Eastern and Western cultures. For example, I am fascinated by 

the work of Julie Taymor, who has won great acclaim for her costuming and stage sets in 

productions such as The Lion King. Integrating many cultural influences into her work, 

she also combines concepts of film with the stage through manipulation of scale and 

viewing angles. When I was creating shadow puppetry, I looked to her design 

philosophy, as quoted in her book with Eileen Blumenthal, Playing with Fire: “…I was 
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looking to discover the minimal, elemental characteristics of a subject and its movement 

that, when the puppet was animated, would give it soul.”2 

 
1.3 Cinematic Sequencing  

 As I was making the video work, I experimented with printing out the still frames 

from the shadow videos and seeing how the movement might come alive if the prints 

were lined up sequentially. Resembling an architectural frieze or a filmstrip, I arranged 

the frames horizontally to show stages of action that could then be “read” right to left or 

left to right. I wondered about the repetitive stuttering of the movement being broken up 

into frames and how I could manipulate how the viewer “reads” it. In a piece called 

Bottomland, I collaged dozens of Xerox copies of the video stills and drawings so that 

stages of movement crawl across the composition. Since viewers bring their own 

associations, viewers will complete the image as it unfolds. (Fig. 3) 

 

Figure 3. Bottomland, mixed media, 24” x 75”, 2012 
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Influencing this work were the motion studies done by nineteenth century 

photographer Eadweard Muybridge who, known as the “father of motion-picture”, 

developed a system of fast shutter speed and multiple cameras to capture details of 

motion in animals and humans. Muybridge’s photographs of slight changes in movement 

were viewed sequentially and made each subject appear to be moving, thus initiating 

early cinema. Intriguingly, these motion experiments were happening simultaneously 

with significant social developments such as industrialization and urbanization. The 

invention of the steam engine made Western life speed up considerably, and, as Rebecca 

Solnit writes in River of Shadows: Eadweard Muybridge and the Technological Wild 

West, “The railroad had in so many ways changed the real landscape and the human 

experience of it, and had changed the perception of time, space and the nature of vision 

and embodiment.”3 This can also be said of photography; and essentially, 

photographically capturing movement showed what was always present but never seen. 

The German philosopher Walter Benjamin speaks of this in his landmark essay The Work 

of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction:  

“Evidently a different nature opens itself to the camera than opens to the 

naked eye—if only because an unconsciously penetrated space is 

substituted for a space consciously explored by man…The act of reaching 

for a lighter or a spoon is familiar routine, yet we hardly know what really 

goes on between hand and metal, not to mention how this fluctuates with 

our moods. Here the camera intervenes with the resources of its lowerings 

and liftings, its interruptions and isolations, its extensions and 
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accelerations, its enlargements and reductions. The camera introduces us 

to unconscious optics as does psychoanalysis to unconscious impulses.”4  

I became interested in how a psychological state, born from a bodily, lived 

experience, can be revealed with interventions such as photography, and how meaning 

can be conveyed through this embodiment. Furthermore, I was moving away from work 

from previous years that had been primarily driven by getting across a message of 

environmental awareness, and moving towards making work about the embodied 

knowledge that causes this kind of awareness. Also, the unsuccessful video experiments 

were ones in which I was overusing effects in an effort to make big political statements at 

the cost of losing the kind of intimacy found in videos such as Momentary Shadows. My 

background in environmental activism and community organizing meant relating to 

people on issues of injustice across social and political boundaries. I discovered that my 

work is about uncovering the connections necessary for crossing these borders, and for 

holding a conversation rather than outright protest. Ultimately, I recognized that my 

studio work is to create meaning through the subtle relationships that require close 

listening
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2. THESIS EXHIBITION 

 

Figure 4. Uncounted Cadences, installation, charcoal on paper, 2013 

 

2.1 Formal Analysis  

For the thesis exhibition, I created an installation entitled Uncounted Cadences 

(Fig. 4). The piece consists of charcoal drawings that have been cut and collaged onto 

about fifty linear feet of wall in the Schmidt Center Gallery. Gestural drawings of human, 

animal and plant life parade through landscape imagery that has been printed using a 

silkscreen. Since the summer of 2012, I have been developing a method of screen 

printing substituting charcoal powder instead of ink. Having burned an image onto the 

silkscreen using the standard photo-emulsion method, I lay the screen on top of smooth
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watercolor paper that has been wiped with a wet cloth in order for the dry charcoal 

powder to have something to adhere to. I use a flat-edged piece of mat board to drag 

charcoal powder across the screen. As the powder falls through the screen, it prints 

lightly, yielding a low-contrast gray. The edges of the printed image are crisp in some 

places and hazy in others, creating an atmospheric and ghostly quality (Fig. 5).  

 

Figure 5. Uncounted Cadences (detail) 

 

The material is easy to manipulate, so I prowl around the drawing, bending and 

sweeping my hands or feet through the powder to obliterate parts of the image. I used 

three different screens that reference the South Florida landscape in which I have grown 

up knowing well. The repetitive printing allows me to achieve a feeling of movement 

when combined with the drawn elements. 
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  The figurative elements I have drawn with either compressed or vine charcoal are 

derived from expressive gestures that are associated with a search through personal 

memories from my adolescence in South Florida.  There are also gestures that are 

symbolic of a more spiritual memory, or the seeking of memory beyond the scope of my 

physical lifetime. One human figure searches along the ground, while another pulls her 

arms to her chest. A bird’s wings appear, while boars disappear in the brush. To create a 

library of reference imagery for the human figures, I took short bits of footage of models 

performing symbolic gestures at my direction. Examples of prompts I would give are: 

“Be tall and become small”, or “pull something from out of the ground.” I would then 

pause the video at certain intervals and draw from it to create the fluid sense of animated 

movement in the drawings (Fig. 6).  

 

Figure 6. Uncounted Cadences (detail) 
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The collaged drawings range in size and shape. For some, I have left the 

rectangular shape of the paper, and for others I have cut into and around the figures. Hard 

edges contrast and complement the undulating cut pieces. Curling away from the wall in 

many of the places where the paper is cut, the drawings begin to have a sculptural quality.  

I intentionally arranged the pieces in order for their cast shadows to work as drawing 

elements (Fig. 7). 

 

Figure 7. Uncounted Cadences (detail) 

 

As one enters the gallery, two sections of the piece are visible. The installation 

begins on the wall closest to the viewer and wraps around the end of the wall to enter a 

three-walled space and comes back out past the closest wall. This makes the two ends of 

the drawing installation visually connect, although they do not physically connect. As one 

progresses into the space, one is confronted by three walls of drawings that are both 
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seductive and unsettling. I choreographed a space where the viewer feels surrounded by 

movement. 

This strategy was informed by my research of drawing-based installations by 

various contemporary artists. New York artist Nicola Lopez uses printmaking methods 

such as woodblock and silkscreen to make large-scale cartographic landscapes. Dizzying 

to navigate, her representations of structural elements such as bridges or fences wrap 

around and through each other as if they were organically evolving into a unique being. 

Sam Vernon is an emerging artist whose drawings, collages and installations re-imagine 

historical memory of the African Diaspora by questioning topics such as racialization. In 

her installation from 2012 called, “How Ghosts Sleep,” she creates a dark and 

otherworldly universe with hundreds of lightweight Xerox copies of her drawings 

draping over one another. In an interview on the Art21 blog, Vernon writes that her 

installations are “fear, anxiety and memory translated on flapping sheets. Ghosts congeal 

and bodies form in dark corners and hang about whispering until the inflection of their 

voices can be heard among the living.”5  I have been inspired by both of these women 

who create inviting yet intimidating spaces. Because of its parallels with theater, 

installation art became a necessary venue for my movement drawings. They need to be 

viewed in and as an immersive environment. 

 

2.2 Erasure and Memory  

An eraser is just as important a mark-making tool as the charcoal: editing, 

subtracting, and building layers. I also frequently use my hands to wipe the charcoal off 

the paper. Because the charcoal doesn’t erase completely, the erasure leaves traces of 
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stages that came before it. This reflects how events are layered in life; the past affects the 

present through the process of remembering. The concept of memory is complicated 

because it is not simply an objective recording device. Instead it is filtered, selective and 

distorted. Memory and history are also layered with emotional and psychological filters 

during the process of recalling. The acts of tracing movement, erasing, and re-drawing in 

my piece are the physical materialization of this search through memory.  

The films and mixed media constructions by artist William Kentridge have had a 

major impact on my work. His vast body of work, which includes film, drawing, opera, 

sculpture and performance, is situated within the social and political contexts of South 

Africa. He is most known for his animated films, created using charcoal drawings and 

paper collages. Without a script or storyboard, he erases and redraws for every still 

frame. As the film proceeds, the viewer can see traces of the previous forms in the figures 

and the landscapes. On erasure in his drawings and animations, Mark Rosenthal writes: 

“This openness to change, and its implied belief in the nonfiniteness of language, is an 

aesthetic position that is based on a political perspective—a refusal of all authoritative 

and authoritarian types of discourses embedded in most forms of communication, from 

advertising to politics.”6  I admire how Kentridge’s process is not only aesthetically 

evocative but also indicative of social change and temporality. In my own work, I strive 

to also join the politics of resistance to social injustice with the poetics of vulnerability 

and compassion. 
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2.3 Music and the Unfolding of Time 

The theme of memory is inseparable from ideas of time. My experience as a 

musician and a performer influences my visual art because qualities of time, including 

pacing, volume, or repetition, define my compositions. The imagery in Uncounted 

Cadences varies in scale as it moves across the wall and can be translated into loud or 

soft sounds, light or heavy ones, as if it were musical notation. Some parts are drawn in 

staccato—short, sharp notes—and some parts are drawn in legato—smoothly 

transitioning notes. This musical aspect of the work relates to my search through 

fragmented memories. Furthermore, one’s sense of time and the sense of the scale of time 

are altered in a changing world. I use the word Uncounted in the titled because I think 

about the rhythms that may be lost, and therefore unknowable, when we lose touch with 

physical places and bodies.  We tend to think that our society is consistently speeding up 

with each new advancement in technology, but I wonder about what is slowing down.  

What are the rhythms of our bodies and the inflections of our homes?  

My exploration of musicality in the work has been informed by the work of 

contemporary artist Julie Mehretu whose large-scale paintings and drawings are densely 

layered with imagery associated with maps, charts or architectural renderings. 

Specifically about a show of Mehretu’s drawings, Thelma Golden writes, “…clear in that 

room was the sonic resonance of the works. These drawings whispered and shouted with 

their lights and darks, sparseness and density.”7 Despite being depictions of static 

structural elements, her energetic mark-making auditorily comes alive as if you can hear 

the roads being travelled on or cities being built. 
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In my work, I also question the directional flow of time; does it exclusively move 

forward?  My drawings are arranged in a long horizontal composition, and as if they were 

words forming a sentence, I think about how the composition can be “read”. Because one 

can simultaneously see both the beginning and the end when first encountering the work, 

the installation problematizes time, suggesting its movement may not be exclusively 

linear, but cyclical as well.  

 

2.4 Reassembling the Sequence 
 

Uncounted Cadences relates to the theories of French philosopher Henri Bergson 

who posited that one is able to understand reality more by intuition and direct experience 

than by rational thought, and that our “emotional experience of lived time is not 

uniform.”8 According to this philosophy, time is mobile and incomplete. When I made 

the individual drawings, I did not have a plan for how they would come together on the 

wall. I scattered them on the floor and the walls of the studio and found ways in which 

the movement and shapes in each drawing could interact with those in other drawings. 

The act of reassembling the fragments is crucial to the way I am investigating the concept 

of memory. The physical involvement of moving and dragging the paper around the 

studio to find the sequence is all part of the searching for clues and mimics the 

psychological struggle apparent in the work. This is especially true when I am wrestling 

with drawings that are larger than I am. Where was the moment of pain; where did it live 

in the body? 

There were many different sequences that were rehearsed in the studio, and when 

I chose the order for the installation in the gallery, I decided to tack the elements to the 
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wall in a similar fashion to the way I use tacks in the studio. This installation strategy 

preserves the provisional nature of the work, embodying the fact that these are not 

permanent ideas, but ones that can be easily reassembled. 

 

2.5 Conclusions 

Referencing memory is like stringing beads on a thread, taking them off, and 

starting again with a different order. I am curious about the concept of chronology and 

the timeline, and how they are created. My drawings are a methodology to question the 

power dynamics of how stories and history are told. Neither a map nor a personal 

recollection will hold complete truth. This process empowers me to reimagine a narrative 

that may differ from the one I inherited. 

My work participates in the ongoing conversation in contemporary art 

surrounding time and memory. I wish to express visually how identity does not exist in a 

single landscape or in a single story. Rather, multiple horizons push apart and pull 

together. I seek to retain haptic processes, specifically a physical unfolding over time. 

The act of rearranging the narrative places into doubt the notion that there can exist a 

seamless, omnipotent view of who we are.
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ENDNOTES 
                                                
1 www.dictionary.com, “empathy”  
 
2 Blumenthal, Taymor. Playing with Fire: 86 
 
3 Solnit. River of Shadows: Eadweard Muybridge and the Technological Wild West: 219. 
 
4 Benjamin. Illuminations: 236. 
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6 Rosenthal, et. al. Five Themes: 118. 
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